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MAC Message for configuring the multi-hop relay frame structure
Changyoon Oh, Hyunjeong Kang , Youngbin Chang, HyoungKyu Lim, Jaeweon Cho, Panyuh Joo
Samsung Electronics
Rakesh Taori
Samsung Advanced Institute of Technology

1. Introduction
Frame structure for multi-hop relay has been agreed in January meeting. In this contribution, signaling method
is proposed to support the multi-hop relay frame structure.

2. Multi-hop frame structure
The multi-hop relay frame structure that was agreed during the January meeting [1] and adopted in the 802.16j
Baseline document allows both single frame approach and multi-frame approach for supporting multi-hop relay.
According to the specified single frame approach, the number of relay zones is configurable. In particular, two
or more relay zones can be located back to back, or can be located such that an access zone is located in
between the two relay zones. Furthermore, the transceiver mode in the relay zone can be one of either Tx mode,
Rx mode, or idle mode.
For frame structure based on a multi-frame approach, the number of frames in a multi-frame can be varied. The
basic frame unit, for example, the minimum configuration of frame structure depicted in [2] can be repeated in
each frame. The transceiver mode in the relay zone alternates from Tx to Rx every other frame.
Figure 1 shows examples of frame structure depicting the single frame as well as multi-frame configurations for
supporting multi-hop relay .
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Figure 1. Configuration examples of frame structures for supporting multi-hop relay. Configuration using a
single frame approach is shown above, while the illustration below shows an example configuration based on a
multi-frame approach.

3.Frame configuration
In this contribution, we propose signaling in the form of a MAC message. The MR-BS or RS transmits message
for subordinated RS to configure multi-hop relay frame structure. When the subordinated RS newly accesses to
the MR-BS or RS in the access zone, MR-BS or RS transmits STC_DL_ZONE_IE through the DL-MAP in the
access zone to indicate the start of the relay zone [3]. After moving to the relay zone, the RS receives the R-DLMAP as well as frame configuration message. For RS to configure the relay frame structure, the MAC message
needs to include:
1. Single frame/multi frame
2. Frame Number
3. Number of relay zones
4. Transceiver mode
5. OFDMA symbol offset
6. Duration
2
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The MAC message includes the information of frame type, i.e., single frame structure or multi-frame structure.
For both cases, the frame number, that indicates from where a particular configuration will take effect, is
included. In case of the single frame approach, the number of relay zones in a single frame should be provided.
By noting that the access zone may be located between any two relay zones, both OFDMA symbol offset and
duration needs to be defined for each relay zone. Furthermore, the transceiver mode of each relay zone may be
one of either Tx mode, Rx mode, or idle mode.
In case of the multi frame approach, the unit of multi frame, i.e., the number of frame in each multi-frame,
should be provided. The transceiver mode of relay zone in each frame is one of either Tx mode, Rx mode, or
idle mode. For multi-frame approach, OFDMA symbol offset is enough to describe the relay zone location.
Also note that frame configuration should include DL subframe and UL subframe. Initially both DL
subframe and UL subframe should be configured. However, during the normal operation in the relay zone, when
only one of either DL subframe configuration or UL subframe configuration needs to be changed, then that
changed subframe configuration is transmitted.
The proposed MAC message can be transmitted as a unicast or a broadcast message.
To sum up, the proposed message format is :

Syntax

Size

Notes

Relay_Frame_configuration_Message_format() {
Management message type = xx

8bits

Type of frame

1 bits

0: single frame approach
1: multiframe approach

Frame Number

4 bits

Frame number to take effect

DL indicator

1 bit

UL indicator

1 bit

Reserved

1 bit

1:
indicates
DL
subframe
configuration are included
1:
indicates
UL
subframe
configuration is included

If( Type of frame ==0){

If (DL indicator ==1){
8 bits

Number of relay zones
for (i=0; i< Number of Relay zones; i++) {
Transceiver mode

2 bits

OFDMA Symbol Offset

8 bits

Duration

6 bits

3

00: Tx mode,
01:Rx mode,
11:Idle mode
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}
}
If (UL indicator ==1){
8 bits

Number of relay zones
for (i=0; i< Number of Relay zones; i++) {
Transceiver mode

2 bits

OFDMA Symbol Offset

8 bits

Duration

6 bits

}
}
}
If( Type of frame ==1){
If (DL indicator ==1){
8 bits

Number of frame
for (i=0; i< Number of frame; i++) {
Transceiver mode

2 bits

OFDMA Symbol Offset

8 bits

Reserved

6 bits

00: Tx mode,
01:Rx mode,
11:Idle mode

}
}
If (UL indicator ==1){
8 bits

Number of frame
for (i=0; i< Number of frame; i++) {
Transceiver mode

2 bits

OFDMA Symbol Offset

8 bits

Reserved

6 bits

00: Tx mode,
01:Rx mode,
11:Idle mode

}
}
}
}
Padding

Type of frame: This field indicates whether a single frame approach or multi frame approach is being used.
Frame number: This is the frame number for the frame configuration to take effect. The system applies the
frame configuration in the message starting from the frame number.
DL indicator: 1 indicates that the message include DL subframe configuration.
UL indicator: 1 indicates that the message include UL subframe configuration.
4
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Transceiver mode: transceiver mode in the relay zone is one of either Tx mode, Rx mode, or Idle mode. When
the transceiver mode is idle mode, it does not transmit nor receive.
OFDMA symbol Offset : The relay zone starts at the OFDMA symbol Offset.
Duration: The relay zone ends after the duration starting from the OFDMA symbol offset. The unit of duration
is OFDMA symbol.
Number of frame : This field indicates the number of frames in a multi-frame.

4.R-FCH, R-DL-MAP transmission
In the agreed relay frame structure, the number of relay zones is configurable. However, the relay zone that
transmits R-FCH, R-DL-MAP, possibly R-UL-MAP should be the first relay zone in Tx mode.

5. Proposed Text
++++++++++++ start text proposal ++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

[Insert a new sentence at the end of subclause 8.4.4.7.2.2:]

The R-FCH and the R-DL-MAP shall be transmitted in the first DL Relay zone that is in Tx mode.
[Insert a new sentence at the end of subclause 8.4.4.7.2.2:]

The MR-BS or RS shall transmit the Relay_Frame_configuration_message in the DL relay zone for the
subordinate RSs to configure the multi-hop relay frame structure.
[Insert the followings at the end of subclause 6.3.2.3.xx:]

6.3.2.3.XX Relay Frame configuration Message
The MR-BS or RS shall transmit the Relay_Frame_configuration message for subordinate RSs to configure the
multi-hop relay frame structure.
Syntax

Size

Notes

Relay_Frame_configuration_Message_format() {
Management message type = xx

8bits

Type of frame

1 bits

0: single frame approach
1: multiframe approach

Frame Number

4 bits

Frame number to take effect

DL indicator

1 bit

UL indicator

1 bit

5

1:
indicates
DL
subframe
configuration are included
1:
indicates
UL
subframe
configuration is included
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Reserved

1 bit

If( Type of frame ==0){
If (DL indicator ==1){
8 bits

Number of relay zones
for (i=0; i< Number of Relay zones; i++) {
Transceiver mode

2 bits

OFDMA Symbol Offset

8 bits

Duration

6 bits

00: Tx mode,
01:Rx mode,
11:Idle mode

}
}
If (UL indicator ==1){
8 bits

Number of relay zones
for (i=0; i< Number of Relay zones; i++) {
Transceiver mode

2 bits

OFDMA Symbol Offset

8 bits

Duration

6 bits

}
}
}
If( Type of frame ==1){
If (DL indicator ==1){
8 bits

Number of frame
for (i=0; i< Number of frame; i++) {
Transceiver mode

2 bits

OFDMA Symbol Offset

8 bits

Reserved

6 bits

00: Tx mode,
01:Rx mode,
11:Idle mode

}
}
If (UL indicator ==1){
8 bits

Number of frame
for (i=0; i< Number of frame; i++) {
Transceiver mode

2 bits

OFDMA Symbol Offset

8 bits

Reserved

6 bits

}

6

00: Tx mode,
01:Rx mode,
11:Idle mode
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}
}
Padding
}

Type of frame : This field indicates whether a single frame approach or multi frame approach is being used.
Frame number : This is the frame number for the frame configuration to take effect.
The system applies the frame configuration in the message starting from the frame number.
DL indicator
: 1 indicates that the message includes DL subframe configuration.
UL indicator
: 1 indicates that the message includes UL subframe configuration.
Transceiver mode

: transceiver mode in the relay zone is one of either Tx mode, Rx mode, or Idle mode.
When the transceiver mode is idle mode, it does not transmit nor receive.
OFDMA symbol Offset : The relay zone starts at the OFDMA symbol Offset.
Duration
: The relay zone ends after the duration starting from OFDMA symbol offset. The unit of
duration is OFDMA symbol.
Number of frame
: This field indicates the number of frames in a multi-frame.
++++++++++++++++++++ End of text proposal ++++++++++++++++++++++
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